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Resonance from the
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"Human mind is a fountainhead of all magic, happiness and innovation."
In this new era of digitalisation, children are showing their prowess in the field of
technology. Participation in the Virtual Inter-school Competitions is another enviable
milestone. The school is a witness to the myriads of activities those were conducted
for the students of our school. Various Inter-School Competitions were held to mark
the occasion.
The competitions were a fusion of talent, imagination, creativity and alertness.
Whether it was the melodious solo song and dance instrumental, art, handwriting,
creative writing or debate, the activities help to bring out the uniqueness of each
individual. The students of the St. Xavier’s High School set the stage on fire by their
powerful performance for the winning title. The students left everyone awe-struck as
they presented their talent so immaculately and effortlessly. Students of St. Xavier’s
School have proved their mettle by bagging multiple prizes in various inter-school
competitions organised by the reputed schools in Gurugram. St. Xavier's High School
takes pride in announcing that our school bagged overall First Position at Blue Bells
Public School, overall First position at Made Easy School and overall Third position at
Manav Rachna International School.
Our students brought laurels to the school by winning prizes and securing top
positions. The school Management and the school Principal congratulated the
winners for bringing accolades to the school.

“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.”



COLLOQUY
 

"The most overwhelming key to a child's success is the positive involvement of

the parents and the teachers."

To apprise the parents about the upcoming assessments and answer their queries

pertaining to the same,  an interactive session was conducted on Saturday, 12th

September 2020 for the students and parents of Grades  III-VIII. The panel

included the Headmistress and the teaching faculty of the respective grade. We,

at Xavier's, strongly believe that together we can give our children the roots to

GROW and the wings to FLY.

It was indeed a great COLLOQUY!

CAMPUS BUZZCAMPUS BUZZCAMPUS BUZZ
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“The man who does not read books has no advantage over the one who cannot read them.”
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ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIESACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIESACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
                       Xaverians’ Make a Difference

“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.”

Subject Enrichment Activities give a spurt to the learning skills of a child. The child steps into an
area of their interest, where creativity is unfettered. Enrichment activities throw open plenty of
opportunities for the students, as a natural extension to their scholastic pursuits. It is this interest
that sustains the enthusiasm of students to put their best foot forward, academics or otherwise. 
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ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIESACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIESACADEMIC ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
                       Xaverians’ Make a Difference

“The roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet.”

Some children learn best by looking at visuals. Some children learn best by listening to a parent or teacher
speak. And some children learn best by reading and writing about something. These are called visual, auditory,

and reading/writing learning styles, respectively. But there is a fourth learning style that is easy to overlook:
Kinesthetic learning, which is a fancy way of saying “learning by doing.” There are a lot of theories about why

hands-on learning is so effective. The reality is, there is no single reason “why.” But one hard-to-argue fact
about hands-on learning is this: It is incredibly engaging. When students are forced to do something, they are
engaged in active learning. They’re practicing their skills and they’re putting their knowledge to the test. Most

importantly, they are actively creating knowledge, instead of passively consuming it. In order to create, in
order to do, students must be engaged in their education. And engagement has for years been linked to greater

academic success like increased test scores and greater academic achievements.

SCIENCE ACTIVITY SST ACTIVITY



Your greatness is not what you have, it's what you give
Winters are here and while we're busy upgrading our wardrobe with

boots, leather jackets, and snug sweaters, there are those who do not
have access to enough clothes to keep them warm this season.

We live in times of exciting change. A change driven by our desire to do
something meaningful. Keeping the same thought in mind, today, St.
Xavier's High School Sector-49 Gurugram, donated clothes to help the

less fortunate people. 
The clothes which were received from our little Xaverians were

distributed on the roads to poverty stricken, deprived people to bring
happiness in their lives during cruel winter season.

We hope that this act of ours make someone in need Smile
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CLOTH DONATION DRIVECLOTH DONATION DRIVECLOTH DONATION DRIVE

“The more that you read, the more things you will know, the
more that you learn, the more places you’ll go.”
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WORLD VEGETARIAN DAYWORLD VEGETARIAN DAYWORLD VEGETARIAN DAY

“Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you will never cease to grow.”

"Being a vegetarian is the perfect way to attain peace and serenity in
one's life." World Vegetarian Day was founded in 1977 by the North
American Vegetarian Society (NAVS) and was endorsed by the
International Vegetarian Union in 1978. October 1st is the annual kick-
off of Vegetarian Awareness Month. It seeks to raise awareness about
the health benefits of living a vegetarian lifestyle.  Educational
programs highlighting environmental issues and ecological projects
typically occur around this day. There are also campaigns advocating
for the humane treatment of animals. Vegetarian Awareness Month
has a connection to Mahatma Gandhi. It’s sometimes called Reverence
for Life Month and is related to Gandhi’s birthday (October 2nd) and to
his principle of nonviolence. Let's make a difference this October by
informing others about the benefits of vegetarianism. It will help to
create a better world because vegetarian diets have proven health
benefits, save animals’ lives, and help to preserve the Earth. "Stop
Eating Flesh, Eat Nature Fresh."



"“If you can’t feed a hundred people, then just feed one.” -
Mother Teresa There’s enough food produced in the world to
feed everybody. Yet, one in every nine persons worldwide goes
hungry. The above fact would definitely shatter your heart into
pieces but unfortunately, this is the truth!
St. Xavier’s High School has always aimed at raising responsible
citizens and torch bearers of tomorrow. On World Food Day, we
urge our dear parents and lovely students to join us and
contribute to the fight against hunger. After all, food is the glue
that binds everything and all of us together. Let’s do our bit to
reach out to the less privileged ones and make a difference to
the mankind - Our little steps, will lead to big results one day!
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WORLD FOOD DAYWORLD FOOD DAYWORLD FOOD DAY

“Perseverance is the hard work you do after you get tired of doing the hard work you already did.”
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XAFFINITY 2020XAFFINITY 2020XAFFINITY 2020
ART FOR HUMANITY'S SAKEART FOR HUMANITY'S SAKEART FOR HUMANITY'S SAKE

“Success isn't always about greatness. It's about consistency. Consistent hard work leads to
success. Greatness will come.”

XAFFINITY 2020:     A NOBLE CAUSE
 

St. Xavier’s high school, sector 49, Gurgaon, carrying a legacy of bringing smiles
on the faces of the underprivileged for the third year in the row, organised one
of a kind art exhibition cum sale, Xaffinity’20 Virtual on 7th and 8th November

2020.
The virtual exhibition had a myriad of beautiful paintings, contributed by

students, parents and teachers which made the art connoisseur' eyes shine
with ecstasy. The uniqueness of this exhibition was that it not only aimed at
exhibiting the talent of the students and parents but also the motive behind

the sale of the paintings was a noble cause. The money collected from the sale
of paintings would be further donated for a noble cause.

The event’s vibrant opening ceremony was LIVE on the school's Facebook page,
beginning with the lighting of the lamp, followed by an address by the school
Principal, Mr Stanley Anthony. He declared the exhibition open aard in this

benevolent act.
Each year the parents and students at St. Xavier’s high are exceptionally

generous in their support for the noble cause. The exhibition held the audience
in awe and left them enchanted as the exhibition culminated. Keeping the
current COVID situation in mind, art lovers are picking up their benevolent

purchases from the school at an allotted time. The school has also provided the
facility for home deliveries of these paintings. 
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XAFFINITY 2020XAFFINITY 2020XAFFINITY 2020
   

“Don’t stress. Do your best. Forget the rest.”



When witches go riding and black cats are seen, the moon
laughs and whispers ‘tis Halloween.” Everyone is entitled to a
good scare because it’s time again to get spooky and
eerie….much has changed but ourlove forthe fun, fright and
delight of Halloween is stronger as ever. So let’s unleash our
Halloween inspiration – to celebrate the season in safe, fun and
unexpected ways! Students enjoyed the magical night and let
the spooky dangers lurk around them because it was as much
fun to scare as to be scared. Xaverians extended a fun and
spooky Halloween filled with lots of yummy treats.
HAPPY HALLOWEEN!
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   HALLOWEEN DAYHALLOWEEN DAYHALLOWEEN DAY

“Education is our passport to the future. For tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare it
today.”



Diwali being called "Festival of Lights" – which means the
celebration involves millions of lights floodlit from rooftops,
doorways, and windows in thousands of temples, buildings and
houses all over India. The festival teaches us that good always
wins over evil and we must eradicate darkness with light.
During the virtual celebration of this festival, Students of Grade
VI of St. Xavier’s High School has celebrated by decorating
traditional earthen diyas and creating beautiful colourful
artworks, by fireless cooking of mouth-watering Chocolate
balls and by performing dances and songs virtually with great
enthusiasm.  Xavierans displayed their talent combined with
enjoyment of music, dance and games. Xaveriens of grade VI
took a pledge to celebrate a pollution free and green Diwali.
Let’s all stand together and spread the word- “Say No to
Firecracker”.
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VIRTUAL DIWALIVIRTUAL DIWALIVIRTUAL DIWALI      CELEBRATIONCELEBRATIONCELEBRATION

“Education is what remains after one has forgotten what one has learned in school.” 
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VIRTUAL DIWALI CELEBRATIONVIRTUAL DIWALI CELEBRATIONVIRTUAL DIWALI CELEBRATION

Diwali - Festival of Lights



Say No To Firecrackers & Yes To Happiness
 

Firecrackers have become an integral part of every celebration. Infact
special events are now incomplete without bursting them. Everyone loves

the spectacular visions and colours in the sky. Its illumination brightens up
every occasion. However, all this show is only stunning to look at. The

impact it has on the environment and the health of the people is
worrisome. We need to take measures to control the use of firecrackers so

we do not hamper the ecological system and lives of living beings.
Say no to fire crackers. Let's celebrate an eco friendly and green Diwali this

year. Let's not pollute the environment any more. Let's enjoy this joyous
occasion by spending time with our family and loved ones.
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APPEAL TO SAY NO TO FIRE CRACKERSAPPEAL TO SAY NO TO FIRE CRACKERSAPPEAL TO SAY NO TO FIRE CRACKERS

Appeal to Say no to crackers and yes to happiness



*“Children are our nation’s future, Nurture them right.”
Children's Day also known as *Bal Diwas is celebrated on 14th
November in India to commemorate the birth anniversary of
Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru. Jawaharlal Nehru had immense love,
care, and affection for children and so, the children called him
Chacha Nehru. He was mainly fond of children and roses. His
love for children was not just superficial as he believed that the
children of today will make the India of tomorrow. According to
his philosophy children are the building blocks of the nation
and hence, the future of the nation depends on how well they
are brought up. Children's Day is celebrated to raise awareness
among people towards the rights, care, and education of
children.Nehru has left behind a legacy of education for the
children of India. His vision led to the establishment of AIIMS,
IIT and IIM. Before 1964, India celebrated Children's Day on
November 20 but after the death of Pandit Nehru in 1964, it
was decided that his birthday has to be celebrated as Children's
Day.
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CHILDREN’S DAYCHILDREN’S DAYCHILDREN’S DAY

“I’m not telling you it’s going to be easy- I’m telling you it’s going to be worth it.”
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CHILDREN’S DAYCHILDREN’S DAYCHILDREN’S DAY

“Intelligence plus character that is the goal of true education.”

Students from grade VI enjoyed the virtual party being
conducted on the occasion of Children’s Day and filled with
enthusiasm after receiving the titles from their beloved class
teachers.

VI C

VI D VI E



Awards are a way to encourage good behaviour and encourage
competitive spirit. That's why our schools organize awards ceremony
every year to encourage their students. So we are here to give prizes

mainly in six categories, i.e. Differences in academics, sports, and arts to
participate in school exhibitions, debates and other social programs. The
prizes to be distributed today are not only for identifying students who
have performed exceptionally well in their academics,but also to those
students who were active in various social programs,including sports,
performing arts and visual arts are included. Its aim is to identify the

extra talents of our students besides academics and motivate them to
shine in their respective areas.From the entire grade VI, 43 scholars
securing 90% and above in the last cademic session and 4 Hundred

Percent Attendance awardees were felicitated on this Virtual Scholars’
Daycelebration. We wish each one of them a verybright future ahead!
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SCHOLARSSCHOLARSSCHOLARS      OF SESSION 2020-21OF SESSION 2020-21OF SESSION 2020-21

“A book is a dream you hold in your hands.”
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Advik Rana

Arnav Billan

SCHOLARS OF SESSION 2020-21SCHOLARS OF SESSION 2020-21SCHOLARS OF SESSION 2020-21
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SCHOLARS OF SESSION 2020-21SCHOLARS OF SESSION 2020-21SCHOLARS OF SESSION 2020-21

Rhianna Kalra

Dhruv Seth

Saanvi Balayan
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SCHOLARSSCHOLARSSCHOLARS      OF SESSION 2020-21OF SESSION 2020-21OF SESSION 2020-21

Tanish Yadav

100% Attendees



"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged
by the way its animals are treated." - Mahatma Gandhi. 
 World Animal Day is an international day of action for animal
rights and welfare celebrated annually on October 4, the feast
day of Francis of Assisi, the patron saint of animals. It
celebrates the relationship between humankind and the animal
kingdom.   
We can't ignore that animals play an important role in our lives.
They not only provide support and enrich our lives but also give
companionship and make us better human beings. This day
provides us an opportunity to serve animals and be a part of
something special.  
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WORLD ANIMAL WELFARE DAYWORLD ANIMAL WELFARE DAYWORLD ANIMAL WELFARE DAY

“You learn something every day if you pay attention.”



LENDING AN EAR: IMPROVING LISTENINGLENDING AN EAR: IMPROVING LISTENINGLENDING AN EAR: IMPROVING LISTENING
SKILLS’SKILLS’SKILLS’

It’s rightly said that communication is like throwing and catching a ball.
You need to be alert to receive information through reading and
listening in the same way you need to be alert to receive a pass on a
football pitch. The art of listening may be floundering in these days of
reducing attention spans. But this is a precious life skill that needs to be
honed. And that’s the reason whyGod has given us two ears and one
mouth? Ever wondered why? So that we speakless and listen more.
St.Xavier’s High School, Gurugram had a LIVE conversation on 17
October, 2020‘Lending an Ear: Improving Listening Skills’, where our
Xaverians discussed the importance of active listening and explore a
variety of listening skills which
expanded and enriched our experiences at home and in public. 
We were super thrilled to have an eminent and iconic personality of
Indian Film,Television and theatre Ms. Jayshree Arora as the Guest
Speaker of this event.
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“The fundamental purpose of school is learning, notteaching.”



Morning assembly undoubtedly holds the numerouno position
out of all the routine activities in St. Xavier's High School. It aids
community participation as well as hones the skills of children
on account of healthy competitive spirit between different
groups. Probably it’s the first platform which is provided to
young minds, boosting their confidence towards public
speaking and imbibing a feeling of team spirit in their nascent
minds and that's too on a virtual platform.An assembly has
always been an important aspect of a school's curriculum. It
makes a positive contribution to students’ self development by
building their confidence by giving them an opportunity to
speak up and share their ideas.To achieve the same goals
virtual class assemblies of all the sections of Grade VI were
conducted every Tuesday.
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MORNING ASSEMBLIESMORNING ASSEMBLIESMORNING ASSEMBLIES

Ms. Anubhuti Mathur
M/O Parth Mathur VI A

A Goal without a plan is just a wish 
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MORNING ASSEMBLIESMORNING ASSEMBLIESMORNING ASSEMBLIES

“A journey of a thousand miles begins with asingle step.”

Mr Naveen Samtani F/O
Panya Samtani VI B

Mrs. Ranjana Soni M/o Akshaj
Soni VI C

Mr. Neeraj Asati F/o Niyati Asati VI C
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MORNING ASSEMBLIESMORNING ASSEMBLIESMORNING ASSEMBLIES

“A room without books is like a body without a soul.”

Guest Speaker for the Assembly of VI D
Ms Rachna Yadav M/O Mayank Yadav

Stitch in Time Saves Nine

Ms Manpreet Kaur M/O
Rubaina Kalsi VI E

One Day or Day one



‘CHRISBELLS - 2020’‘CHRISBELLS - 2020’‘CHRISBELLS - 2020’
‘Christmas waves a magic wand over this world, and behold, everything is softer and
more beautiful.’ Christmas is just not a season, it is a feeling and at this stressful tie
for everyone it is heart-warming to have something positive to look forward to.
Keeping this spirit, St. Xavier’s High School, Sector-49, Gurgaon ( Middle School )
organised ‘CHRISBELLS - 2020’ to celebrate the fervour of Christmas.  
The events were as follows:
Day 1 : 21st December 2020 Monday
CHRISBELLS: 2020’ A Curtain Raiser (LIVE on Facebook) 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm 
Day 2 : 22nd December 2020 Tuesday
Bake n Flake Learn the Culinary Art Guest Chef  Mr Sandeep Pandey
ExecutiveChef  JW Marriott,  NewDelhiAerocity
(LIVE on Facebook) 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm 
Day 3 :23rd December 2020, Wednesday
Vocal Ecstasy  An Evening of Carol Singing 
(LIVE on Facebook) 5:30 pm - 6:30 pm 
Day 4 : 24th December 2020, Thursday
Bringing Joy to the World The Birth of a Saviour The Messiah & His Miracles
(LIVE on Facebook)5:30 pm - 6:30 pm
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‘CHRISBELLS - 2020’
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‘CHRISBELLS - 2020’‘CHRISBELLS - 2020’‘CHRISBELLS - 2020’

“If you don’t like to read, you haven’t found the rightbook.”

The idea of Christmas caroling brings to mind jolly bands of churchgoers, dressed in shawls
and top hats, going door-to-door, to spread the spirit of Christmas through hymns. To keep
up the spirit of Christmas with the Carols and entice you with their euphonious voices, the

young Xaverians of Grade III- VIII presented Vocal Ecstasy, An Evening of Carol Singing
(Day-3) of Chrisbells:2020 which went live on Facebook.
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CHRISTMAS PARTYCHRISTMAS PARTYCHRISTMAS PARTY

Christmas Party

Christmas - a season of joy and hope,good cheer , celebrations with loved
ones and  gearing up for another new year . Children of grade VI soaked

themselves in the spirit of this season through different  activities
related to the festival.From decorating their own stocking to  watching

stories on birth of Lord Jesus Christ, from dressing up in Red to the 
 excitement on seeing Santa’s gifts and shower them with love, they
enjoyed every moment.Christmas carols and a class party brought

happiness and joy to every little Xaverians as they sang and danced to
the tunes of music and played  games.



  "Go  down deep enough into anything and you will find
Mathematics .” – Dean Schlicter  A little competition can inspire
math students to greater achievement. It challenges students to
use their math skills in new and creative ways. It also  provides a
challenging and engaging mathematical experience that is both

competitive and educational.Hence, as a part of extended
learning, Mathematics Quiz 'Q-Cipher'  as held on December 29,

2020  for the students of grades III-VIII
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MATHEMATICS QUIZ 'Q-CIPHER'MATHEMATICS QUIZ 'Q-CIPHER'MATHEMATICS QUIZ 'Q-CIPHER'

“Books are a uniquely portable magic.”



RASHTRIYA EKTA DIWASRASHTRIYA EKTA DIWASRASHTRIYA EKTA DIWAS
"Never go out of Unity, you cannot win alone."  Rashtriya Ekta Diwas or National

Unity Day is celebrated on 31st October every year since
2014 to mark the birth anniversary of Iron Man of India--Sardar Vallabhbhai  Patel.

This year marks the 145th birth anniversary of the freedom fighter and  an ace
politician. Sardar Patel played a major role in the integration of India (Ek Bharat)

from over 560 princely states. To acknowledge his efforts in  uniting the nation, India
celebrates National Unity Day or Rashtriya Ekta Diwas  on his birth anniversary.  In 

 memory of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the Government of India has constructed a 
 huge statue of the Iron Man of India near the Narmada River in Gujarat. Also,  to

acknowledge the struggles and sacrifices of the First Deputy Prime Minister  of
independent India- Sardar Patel, the government of India announced the  National

Unity Day on his birth anniversary. On this  day, people recall the great works of
Sardar Patel and acknowledge them by celebrating Rashtriya Ekta Diwas. People

gathered and celebrate the unity of  the nation by delivering speeches, spread
knowledge etc. Different events,  webinars and seminars are organised in different
parts of the country.  Hindi  Poetry Competition was organised for the students of

Grade VI.
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Rashtriya Ekta 



"Truth is like a vast tree which yields more and more fruits the
more you nurture it"- Mahatma Gandhi  India now celebrated
151st birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, an Indian lawyer,

politician, social activist, and writer who became the leader of the
nationalist movement against the British rule of India.To remind

the world of the timelessness of his ideals, Xavier’s decided to
organise an Online Quiz Competition : "How well do you know the

Father of our Nation ?" for the students of Grades III - VIII . 
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GANDHI JAYANTI- QUIZGANDHI JAYANTI- QUIZGANDHI JAYANTI- QUIZ

“A book is a dream you hold in your hands.”



“There  are many causes that I am prepared to DIE for,
But no causes that I am prepared to KILL for”

Peace -  Non-violence - Tolerance. These are the values Mahatma
Gandhi stood for.  This  year was the 151st birthday of Mahatma

Gandhi, leader of Indian Independence  and pioneer of the
philosophy of non-violence. Internationally, this day is  celebrated

as the International Day of Non-Violence as Gandhi ji was the
preacher of peace, truth and non-violence.  Gandhi

ji is remembered not only in India but all over the world. He
remains a source  of inspiration for all humanity. His life-story

empowers and strengthens the  foundation of the nation.  Let’s
honour Bapu’s values & struggle for a Better Bharat, AtmaNirbhar
Bharat and  Swacch Bharat!  Wishing  you all a very Happy Gandhi

Jayanti! May the spirit of truth and non-violence be with us this
Gandhi Jayanti.  Vande Matram!
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GANDHI JAYANTIGANDHI JAYANTIGANDHI JAYANTI

“You don’t have to be great to get started, but you have to get started to be great.”



If we could change ourselves, the tendencies in the world would also
change. As a man changes his own nature, so does the attitude of the

world change towards him”  Mahatma Gandhi is known around the world
over as one of history’s most  spirational figures. Throughout his life,

Gandhi JI was a fearless campaigner and fighter for the rights and dignity
of all people. His constant endeavours and unwavering efforts towards

non-violence won over many hearts and our independence. He has forever
left his mark on the world and is lovingly called “Father of the Nation ”.
His famous quotes have inspired and motivated hundreds of souls since

their inception. The young Xaverians of St. Xavier’s High School, Sector 49,
Gurugram took it upon themselves to revive all the meaningful quotes in

the most unique and captivating way. 
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GANDHI JAYANTIGANDHI JAYANTIGANDHI JAYANTI

“Intelligence plus character that is the goal of trueeducation.”

Quotes on Gandhian Philosophy



'CONFLATION: A UNIQUE BLEND OF THE'CONFLATION: A UNIQUE BLEND OF THE'CONFLATION: A UNIQUE BLEND OF THE
PROFOUND SAGA OF RAMAYANA'PROFOUND SAGA OF RAMAYANA'PROFOUND SAGA OF RAMAYANA'

Generations after Generations and centuries after centuries, Ramayana
has been the book India’s people, culture and rulers have looked upon to
learn virtues to lead their lives and follow ‘Dharma’. The stories, shlokas
and Ramayana quotes are a treasure house of knowledge which inspire

people to lead a righteous and virtuous life.  Good deeds are the means to
reach a higher plane and likewise bad deeds lead to destruction and doom

— is the ultimate message that the Ramayana teaches. The truth that
each one is responsible for his acts, good and bad and will have to face the
consequences is strongly stressed. It is shown that even birds and animals

will be of assistance to one who treads the right path; but to him who
chooses the wrong path, even one’s kith and kin cannot be of any help. To
depict the beautiful messages from this great epic, Xaverians from grade
III- VIII came live on Facebook to present 'Conflation: A Unique Blend of

the Profound Saga of Ramayana' entailing 6 episodes from 19th October-
24 October 2020. “Beauty may leave the moon, Himalayas may become

bereft of snow, the ocean may transgress its shores but I will never violate
the promise given by my father.” – Lord Rama.
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'Conflation: A Unique Blend of the Profound Saga of
Ramayana'
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'CONFLATION: A UNIQUE BLEND OF THE'CONFLATION: A UNIQUE BLEND OF THE'CONFLATION: A UNIQUE BLEND OF THE
PROFOUND SAGA OF RAMAYANA'PROFOUND SAGA OF RAMAYANA'PROFOUND SAGA OF RAMAYANA'

'Conflation: A Unique Blend of the Profound Saga of
Ramayana'

Grade- VI- Ch- 1- Shravan Kumar: A Virtuous Son
&

Ch- 2- Lord Hanuman: A Symbol of Pure Devotion and Complete
Devotion

The Ramayan is not just a story, but also an educational medium to demonstrate
the importance of values such as love and respect for your family, keeping your
promises, protecting the weak and so on. Hindu mythology, the Ramayan, teach
the children of today’s generation about values and ethics.  Students of grade VI

presented Chapter 1 – Shravan Kumar: A Virtuous Son and Chapter- 2 on Lord
Hanuman: A Symbol of Pure Devotion and Complete Devotion.

Episode 1

Episode 2



Parth Mathur- VI A           Aanya Singh- VI A              Nirjaas Dey- VI A

Aanya Singh- VI A            Prateek Thakur- VI C      Prateek Thakur- VI C

"The  quest for knowledge, like everything else of value, is not to be obtained
easily. It must be worked for, studied for, thought for, and more than that

must be prayed for."  To  encourage the students to widen their knowledge on

the latest happening around  the globe, the school has come up with a series of

Monthly Quiz on Current  Affairs for the students of grades III-VIII. The first of its

kind took place  on October 1, 2020 which witnessed a huge participation from

all the grades.  Here are the results of The Monthly Battle For Being MOST

COGNIZANT- A Vigil Eye for the months of October, November and December.

October                            November                        December

Saanvi Balayan- VI C       Niyati Asati- VI C            Saanvi Balayan- VI C
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“That’s the thing about books. They let you travel without moving your feet.”
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Superlatives of Tourney
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GANDHI JAYANTI- QUIZGANDHI JAYANTI- QUIZGANDHI JAYANTI- QUIZ

“If you don’t like to read, you haven’t found the right book.”

Result of the Online Quiz Competition- How well do you know the
‘Father of the Nation’ ?



The aim of World Animal Welfare Day is to improve animal
welfare standards worldwide through the support and
involvement of individuals, groups and organisations that care
for and love animals. This is the reason it is also known as
“Animal Lovers Day”. It is a wonderful way to unite the animal
welfare movement around the world, embracing all animals
and the unique concerns of each in every country.  
Students of grade VI enjoyed participating in the Slogan Writing
Competition based on the theme ‘Save Animals’
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Halloween, also known as All Saints' Eve is a celebration observed in many
countries on 31st October. The tradition originated with the ancient Celtic Festival
of Samhain, when people light bonfires and wear costumes to ward off ghosts. In
the eighth century, Pope Gregory III designated November 1 as a time to honour
all saints. Soon, All Saints Day incorporated some of the traditions of Samhain.
The evening before was knows as All Hallows Eve, and later was famously knowns
as Halloween. Halloween activities include the age old favourite Trick-or- Treat,
carving pumpkins into Jack-o-lanterns, lighting bonfires, apple bobbing, playing
pranks, visiting haunted attractions and the best of all dressing up asyour
favourite scary characters like Dracula, Witches, Superheroes, Jack-o-lantern and
of course the alltime favourite Zombies.  Keeping up with the tradition and the 
 Halloween fever which has already started igniting within us to look our scariest,
we at St Xavier's High School, Gurugram Sec -49, have organized a scary 
 extravaganza for our children. An interclass competition, Dress To Scare on 31st
October 2020, for the students of grade III To VI was conducted.
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“When educating the minds of our youth, we must not forgetto educate their hearts.”
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Decorating your own socks

A Christmas stocking is an empty sock or sock-shaped bag that is hung on Saint
Nicholas Day or Christmas Eve so that Saint Nicholas can fill it with small toys,

candy, fruit, coins or other small gifts when he arrives. In some Christmas stories,
the contents of the Christmas stocking are the only toys the child receives at

Christmas from Santa Claus.  Some people even put their Christmas stocking by
their bedposts so Santa Claus can fill it by the bed while they sleep. Students of

grade VI enthusiastically participated in cutting a decorating a sock with the
material available with them.
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Avant Garde

 Avant GardeAvant GardeAvant Garde



*‘Winning reflects that you are willing to go longer, work harder
and give more than anyone else”* The students from St.
Xavier’s High School, Sector 49, Gurugram added another jewel
in the crowning glory of the school by securing the prestigious
Ist& 2nd positions in various categories in an inter-school
competition ‘LA FETE DE LA LANGUE’ organised by  Blue Bells
Model School. Priyanshi Vashisht VI E bagged the first Position
in ‘Geeta Gayan’.  We are also delighted to share that school has
bagged the Over All Trophy - 1st Position.Heartiest 
 congratulations to all the participants for this glorious
achievement and bringing accolades to the school.We would
also like to extend our heartfelt thanks to the parents for
their best wishes and unwavering support.
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“Learning is a treasure that will follow its ownereverywhere.”

STELLAR PERFORMERSSTELLAR PERFORMERSSTELLAR PERFORMERS
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STELLAR PERFORMERSSTELLAR PERFORMERSSTELLAR PERFORMERS

Nirjaas Dey of VI-A made St. Xavier’s High School proud by excelling in
the Preliminary Round as well as the Final Round of the Quiz Contest

defeating many prestigious schools of Delhi and NCR in the Inter School
Quiz Contest - Abhyuday organised by Made Easy School.  

The hardwork of the students reaped the fruits of labour placing St.
Xavier’s High School on the top. Many Congratulations to the winners

and their proud parents. 
“Have a goal. Work towards it. Because there is not a thing more

fulfilling than reaping the fruits of your labour.”
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“Learning is a treasure that will follow its ownereverywhere.”

STELLAR PERFORMERSSTELLAR PERFORMERSSTELLAR PERFORMERS
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“Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see a shadow.”
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“Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you will never
cease to grow.” XAVRONICLE:VOLUME I I I48
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“Children should learn that reading is pleasure, not just
something that teachers make you do in school.” XAVRONICLE:VOLUME I I I49
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All children start their school careers with sparkling
imaginations, fertile minds, and a willingness to take risks with what they think.”
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